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A FATOU THEOREM FOR SOLUTIONS OF
THE POROUS MEDIUMEQUATION
BJÖRN E. J. DAHLBERG, EUGENE B. FABES AND CARLOS E. KENIG1
Abstract. We show that nonnegative solutions of the porous medium equation in
an infinite strip have nontangential initial values pointwise almost everywhere.

In this note we consider the existence of pointwise limits (Fatou type theorem) for
each continuous nonnegative weak solution of the porous medium equation

(1)

du/dt = A(um)

in ST = R" X (0, T] for some T > 0. Here m > 1 is a constant.
When m — I, u is then a solution of the heat equation, and by the Widder
representation theorem [W], there exists a unique nonnegative Borel measure p such
that
f e~w2/4Tdp(x)<+oo

JR"

and
(2)

u{yit)=^2^e-lx~^Myy

Using standard facts about approximate identities (as in, for example [S, Chapter
3]), but with the parabolic dilations that are appropriate to the problem, one can
show that there exists a set Z E R", \Z\— 0 (here |F| stands for the Lebesgue
measure of the set E), such that, for x G R"\Z and a > 0,

Urn

(y,t)->x
(y,t)eVa(.x)

u(y, t) = f(x),

where/(x) = dp/dx, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p with respect to Lebesgue
measure, and Ta(x) is the parabolic nontangential approach region given by

Ta(x)=

{(y,t):0<t<T,\y-x\<a{t},
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The purpose of this work is to generalize the above result to any nonnegative
continuous weak solution of (1). In doing so, the first obvious difficulty is that no
representation formula of type (2) can be expected for solutions of (1), because of
the nonlinear character of (1). Another difficulty we encounter is that equation (1) is
not only nonlinear, but also degenerates at the points where u = 0. In fact, there are
solutions of (1), which for fixed t have compact support in x (for example, the
Barrenblatt-Pattle function
B(x,t)

= rn'k{(\-arh-1/k)+}X/m~\

r —\x\ ,k = n(m — I) + 2, a = (m — l)/2mk).
One of our main tools (and the result that sparked our interest in a Fatou theorem
for equation (1)) is the following theorem of Aronson and Cafarelli [AC]: every
nonnegative continuous weak solution of (1) has a unique initial trace in the sense of
measures, i.e. there exists a unique measure p so that

lim / u(x, t)cp(x) dx = I <p(x) dp(x)
/—o Jr»
Jr"
for all <pG C0(R"). We also use repeatedly a Harnack type inequality of [AC] and
the existence results of [BCP]. Finally, we need a maximum principle and a
uniqueness result which allow us to identify any solution with one of the solutions
constructed in [BCP]. These results were proved in [DK]. With the aid of these
theorems, we are able to reduce ourselves to a nondegenerate situation, to which an
appropriate version of the linear theory (Lemma 2.2) applies.
We would like to thank Professor D. G. Aronson for making available to us the
unpublished works [AC and BCP], as well as for interesting discussions.
The first section of the paper is devoted to notation and to recalling the results in
[AC, BCP, and DK] needed in the sequel. §2 is devoted to the proof of our main

result, Theorem 2.7.
1. Throughout this paper we will be dealing with continuous nonnegative weak
solutions of (1) in ST — R" X (0, T], T > 0; i.e. with nonnegative functions u
continuous in ST satisfying
/

/

Jr»JTi

\

umAcp+ u-r-

at I

dxdt = / w(jp|,=Tdx — I ucp\,=. dx
JRn

2

JRn

'

for all t¡, such that 0 < t, < t2 < T, and all <pE C2'\ST), such that <p(-, /) has
compact support for all t £ [t,, t2]. Br = Br(0) will denote the ball in x with center at
0 and radius r. If v is a nonnegative Borel measure, k = n(m — 1) + 2,
sup

-¡¿-TÍ*"rk/m-\ JB

Theorem 1.1 [A, C]. Let u be a continuous weak solution of (I) in ST. There exists a
unique nonnegative Borel measure pon R" such that

lim / <p(x)u(x, t) dx = I <p(x) dp(x)

tlO+ JR"

Jr»
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for all <pG C0(R"). Moreover, there exists a constant C = C(n, m) such that

f dp<C{rk^m-X)T-'/m-'
dp^C{rk^m-1

+ T"/2uk/2(0,T)}.

Br

For a measure v, |||v ||< +00, define

l(v)=

lim sup
r^oo

R>r

1
RK'm

, /f dv.
' JBr

Theorem 1.2 [BCP]. There exist constants cx, c2, c3 depending only on n, m such
that, given any Borel measure v with ||| v ||< + 00, there exists a function v(x, t) defined
for0<t<
T(v) = c,//(r)mH such that:
(a) v(x, i)(m-1) « c2i""(m""/*(l
+ I x |2) I v ¡pe"-')/*,
/or 0 < t < T0(v) =

ci/IMir1;
(b)t^v(-,t)E

C[(0,TXr));L^R»)];

(c)\iv(-,t)^c3tf\¡forO<t<T0(v);

(d)for^EC0-(R"X[0,T(v))),
¡T(V)(

J0

(vm^

JRn\

+ v^L)dxdt
Ot I

= -(

xb(x,0)dp(x).

JRn

Remark 1.3. P. Sacks has shown that v is continuous in STiv). It then follows that
v is a continuous weak solution of (1) by a simple approximation argument. Because
of estimates (c) and (a), vm is in L\K X [0, T0(v)]) for any K compact in R". As a
consequence of this, the fact that v is a continuous weak solution of (1) and (d), it is

easy to see that for »//£ C0°°(F"),

lim j v(x,Tx)\f/(x)dx = I if/(x)dr(x).

t,^0 Jr"

Jr"

Because of Theorem 1.1, we see then that v(—, t) -* v weakly in the sense of
measures as / -> 0.
Theorem 1.4 [DK]. Let u(x,t), v(x, t) be two nonnegative, continuous weak
solutions of (I) in ST. Let p and v, respectively, be the nonnegative Borel measures
associated to them as in Theorem 1.1. // p < v (in the sense of Borel measures), then

u(x, t) *Sv(x, t) for all (x, t) E ST.
Remark. As a consequence of Theorem 1.4, the estimates in Theorem 1.2 apply to
any continuous weak solution of (1).
The last notation we introduce is the following: for x G R", a > 0, Ta(x0) =

{(x,t):t>0,\x-xo\<a\ft).Hh

> 0,

raA(x0)= {(x,/):(x,Oera(x0),o<i<M.
2. After stating and proving some prehminary lemmas, we establish our main
result, Theorem 2.7.
Lemma 2.1. Let u> 0 be a nonnegative, continuous weak solution of (I) in ST. Let
K E R" be compact. Then, given e > 0, a > 0, h < T, there exist F E K, F closed with
IA"\F|< e, and a number M = M(a, h, e, u, K) such that u(x, t) < M for all (x, t)
e*=UXoeFra*(x0).
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Proof. Let p be the Borel measure associated to « as in Theorem 1.1. As is well
known, given e > 0, there exist a subset F E K and a number N so that for each
x0 E F,

sup ri?-vi

<r<\

/

\B(XQ,

r)\JB(x0,r)

^(x) * N>

and such that | A^\F|< e. Now fix x0 E F, t0< h and a. We can obviously assume
t0 is sufficiently small and a is sufficiently large. Now consider the function
ü(*> ') = a2/
2/m-\U{a^iX

+ Xo)> 'o')'

which is a continuous weak solution of (1) in the strip ST/t. Let v be its weak limit.
Clearly, v is the measure which, to a Borel set E, assigns the mass

1

1

a2/m-l

ÁE),

(«lft>)"

where F is the set F — x0 dilated by a factor of ap^. We first proceed to estimate

III"III-Clearly,
1

c

/

dv =-/

**""-' V.J»)

1

1

(aF)2/m~' (afcRyJ*l*°-"fi»

ú?u,

and we are interested in R > 1. Consider the first case when 1 < R < l/aft^. Then
the right-hand expression is bounded (by our choice of x0) by N/a2/,"~i which,
choosing a2 > Nm~]/cx, is less than or equal to c'/m~l (here c, is the constant in
Theorem 1.2). Next, assume Ra{t^ > 1. Then the right-hand expression above is

bounded by
,1/m-l
f0

Let A — apcR

\2/m-l

(a^Rf^1

T. \

■'flív.

n 177 B\

(afcR)"'**»<•&*)

and use the estimate in Theorem 1.1 applied to u(x — x0, t). Since

À s* 1, we obtain a bound of
ai/m-irr-i/«-.

+ r«/2Mfc/2(Xo) 7;)}.

This is less than or equal to c\/m~x by choosing t0 sufficiently small depending on
T, u and K. We have then shown, with our choice of a, t0, that |||»»||< c\/m~l. We
can also choose t0 so small that 1 < T/t0. We then see (using Theorems 1.4 and
1.2(a)) that sup^^, u(x, 1) < C for some absolute constant C. But
supu(x,
W*1

1) =

2/m_[
a

sup

u(x,t0)

\x-x0\<aJÜ¡

and the lemma follows.
The next result is the version of the linear theory that we will need. To maintain
the flow of the proof, we postpone its proof until the end of the paper.
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Lemma 2.2. Let 0 <s v < M be a solution in R = U 6f r^(x0) of a linear equation
of the form dv/dt — div(a, (x, t)Vv) — 0, where (a¡j(x, t)) is an elliptic matrix, i.e.

A|!p<2a0(*>0^,<A|!p.
Then for almost every x0 £ F, lixn^xt)^Xo.lxt)eR v(x, t) exists and is finite.

We now continue our development.

Lemma 2.3. Let 0 < ube a continuous weak solution of (I) in ST. Let

E=\x0ER":

lim

[

u(x, t) > 0, for some a > 0,0 < h < T

(x, f)-*xo
(x,t)eT*(x0)

Then for almost every x0 £ E, lim(;c ()^Xo;(xi)er*(Xo) u(x, t) exists and is finite for all

ß>0,k<T.
Proof. By a familiar point of density argument (see [C]), given a, ß > 0, h > 0,
e > 0 and a closed set F, there exists a closed set F0 C F, |F\F01< e and k > 0 so
that U e/. I}/(x0) C Ux eF r^(x0). Therefore, it is easy to see, using Lemma 2.1,
that it is enough to show that if on R — Ux BF T^(x0) we have e < u(x, t) < 1/e,
then hm(x t^Xo.(xt)eR u(x, t) exists and is finite for a.e. x0 £ F. It is not hard to see
that in such an R, Vh £ L2Xoc
(see [DK]) and Aw"1= div(mum~l V") = du/dt in the
weak sense. Hence, Lemma 2.3 follows from 2.2, taking (a,,(x, /)) =

(mum-\x, t)8u).
Lemma 2.4. Let u be a nonnegative, continuous weak solution of (I) in ST. Let p be
the measure associated to it in Theorem 1.1 and f = dp/dx, the Radon-Nikodym
derivative of p with respect to Lebesgue measure. Let E = {x0 £ R": f(x0) = 0).
Then for almost every x0 £ F we have

lim

u(x, t) = 0 fora>0,h<T.

(x,t)^xa

(x,t)eT*(xo)

Proof. Let dpc = dp + edx. For 0 < e < {-, ¡pJH C where C depends only on
p. Use Theorem 1.2 to solve the initial value problem due/dt — A(we)m = 0 in
R" X (0, T], ue( —, t) ->r^o dpe weakly, where T depends only on p. By Theorem 1.4
we have, for 0 < t *£ T, ut(x, t) > u(x, t) and ut(x, t) > e. By Lemma 2.3
'im(x,o-**o;(x.0er*(x0) ue(x, t) exists for a.e. x0 £ R". Let h(x) = lim,^ ue(x, t) and

let 0 £ C0(Rn), 0°< 6. Then by Fatou's lemma

f h-6dx<

JRn

f 6(x)[edx + dp(x)].

JRn

Choosing for 6 an approximate identity, we see that h(x) «£ e + f(x) a.e. Thus,
h(x) < e for a.e. x £ E. But
lim

u(x, t) <

hm

(x,t)-*xa

(x,t)^x0

tx,t)eT¡(x0)

(x,()eraVo)

ut(x,t)<e

for a.e. x0 £ F,

and the lemma follows.
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Lemma 2.5. Let u be a nonnegative, continuous weak solution of (I) in ST. Let p be
the measure associated to it in Theorem 1.1, and f= dp/dx, the Radon-Nikodym
derivative of a with respect to Lebesgue measure. Let E = {x £ R": f(x) > 0). Then
for almost every x0 £ E,
lim

u(x, t) > 0 for some a, h.

(x.t)^x0
-, t

(x,r)er*(x0)
)6

Proof. For a.e. x0 £ R",

1 r
lim — dp(y) =f(x0),

l«l-o \B\JB
x0EB

where F is a ball. Fix one such x0 in E, with f(x0) = 2e. We can then assume
(l/\B\)fBdp(y)
> £ for all balls containing x0 of radius r < r0. We now use the
estimate in Theorem 1.1. Let | x — x01< av7, r = ajt, and choose T = tinl.l. Then

I

d¡i(y)

B(x,aft)

< C\(a{t)/m
^

,k/m-\

+t"/2uk/2(x,t)\,
>

SO

/

rdp(y)<c{(aft)\aft)2/m~\-^

JB(x,afl)

+ ({t)nuk'2(x,t)}.

v

>

Dividing by | F(x, a{t ) |, we see that

■y

1 ruf

|F(x,a/i)|

r d^

* c{«2/m_1 + *-n«k/2(x, ')}•

JB(x,aft)

If ct\[i < r0, the left-hand side exceeds £, so £ < C{a2/m~K + a~"uk(x, t)}. If we
then first choose a so that Ca2/m~] *Se/2, and choose t so small that a-ft < rQ, then
uk(x, t) > C~]a"e/2, and the lemma follows.
Lemma
a.e. x0 £
Moreover,
every x0,

2.6. Let u be a nonnegative, continuous weak solution of (I) in ST. Then, for
R", lim(x r)^X();(X,f)eri(i0) u(x< 0 exists and is finite for all ß > 0, k < T.
if g(x0) = lim(x ,HXo;(x,,)er¿(Xo) u(x, t), we have g(x0) <f(x0)for
almost
where f(x) = dp/dx and p is the measure associated to u in Theorem 1.1.

Proof. The first part of the lemma follows directly from Lemmas 2.5, 2.3 and 2.4.
The second part follows by Fatou's lemma, as in the last part of the proof of Lemma

2.4.
We are now ready to state and prove the main theorem in the paper.
Theorem 2.7. Let u be a nonnegative, continuous weak solution of (I) in ST. Then,
for almost every x0 £ R", hm(x r)^Xo;(x,)er*(Xo) u(x, t) exists and is finite for all
ß > 0, k < T. Moreover, if p is the measure associated to u in Theorem 1.1, and
f(x) = dp/dx is the Radon-N ikodym derivative of p with respect to Lebesgue measure,
then for almost every x0 G R",
lim

u(x, t) =/(x0).

(x,Oer.*(x0)
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Proof. Because of Lemma 2.6, if
g(x0)=

lim

u(x,t),

(x. ;)->x0

(*,r)er/(x0)

all we have to show is that g(x0) >f(x0) for almost every x0 G R". To show this, let
fN(x) = max{/(x), A/}. Use Theorem 1.2 to solve the initial value problem

-^=Au%

inF"X(0,f],

at

uN(-,t)

-» fN(x)dx

¡—o

weakly, where T depends only on p. By Theorem 1.4, uN(x, t) « N, uN(x, t) «
u(x, t) for 0 < t *£ T. Let gyv(*o) = nmr^o Mv(xo> 0> which exists for almost every
x0 by Lemma 2.6. By dominated convergence (since uN(x, t) < N) we see that
gN(xo) =/n(xo)
for a-e- xo- Also> as uN(x, t) < u(x, t), gN(x0) < g(x0). The
theorem now follows by letting N -» oo.
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 2.2. The proof is a simple adaptation of the
argument in [C],
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We will be working in the strip ST = R" X (0, T], and also

considering the domains Fy = F n {(x, t): t > l/j) and 5, = R" X (l/j, T].
By a well-known theorem of Aronson [A], the fundamental solution g(x, t, £, T)
of dv/dt — div(fl/;(x, t)vu) = 0 in ST satisfies the estimates

K-\(x

- €, r - t) < g(x, t, |, T) ^ Ky2(x ~t,t-

t),

for all (x, t), (|, t) £ ST, with t > t, where y,(x, t) is the fundamental solution of
dv/dt — a, Au = 0, where a, are constants depending only on the ellipticity constants of (a¡j(x, t)). Consider first the case when 0 < u < M is a solution of
du/dt — div(a,- -(x, t)vu) — 0 in all ST. By another theorem of Aronson [A2], we
have the Widder type representation formula

u(x,t)=

f g(x,t,Í,0)f(i)dC,

jR„

where/£L=°(F").

Since
¡g(x,t,£,0)h(i)d£

-*

h(x0),

whenever/! £ C0(R"),

(x,t)(EST

the result follows in this case by the upper bound on g(x, t, £,0) and well-known
techniques (see [S]). Let us return now to the general case and consider the functions

tpj(x) = v(x, l/j)xRj(x, l/j), and let

Uj(x, t)= JR"
f g (x, t, €, l/j)<Pjtt)
dt,
''
where gy(x, t, £, t) is the fundamental solution of dv/dt — div(a,7(x, t)W) = 0 on
Sj. The Uj(x, t) are bounded solutions in S¡. For (x, t) E Rp define vv,(x, t) by
ü(x, t) = Uj(x, t) + Wj(x, t). Clearly, »v- is a solution in Rj. Since the Uj axe
uniformly bounded, a subsequence, which we still denote by «,, converges uniformly
on compact subsets of ST to a nonnegative bounded solution u in ST. Hence,
[wj(x, t)) also converges uniformly on compact subsets of F to a bounded solution
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w. Clearly, v(x, t) = u(x, t) + w(x, t) in F. Since u has nontangential limits a.e., it
is enough to show that w(x, t) -» 0 as (x, t) -» x0 G F, (x, t) G R, for a.e. x0 G F.
Consider now h(x, t) — fc g(x, t, £,0)d£. This is a nonnegative, bounded solution
on ST. The lower bound for g, together with a rescaling argument, show there exists
a constant C such that h(x, t) s* C on 3F\F. Hence, by the maximum principle on
Fy, wy(x,r) «C(2M/C)h(x, t) on F7, and hence w(x, t) < (2M/C)h(x, t) on R.
But then, as h(x, t) -> 0 nontangentially almost everywhere on F, the proof is
complete.
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